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TEA CLEARING HOUSE STAMPS 
By John Nelson 

 
I don't think these perfins, which seem to be of a 
similar nature to those of the Liverpool Cotton 
Exchange and Corn Trade Association, have ever 
been mentioned in the Bulletin. I have two  
examples, the one illustrated and a 1s2d value in 
Venetian red. 

 
The outer ring of the oval rubber stamp reads TEA 
CLEARING HOUSE - 15 PHILPOT LANE, E.C.3. 
In the centre is the word CANCELLED and the  
date. The die on both stamps is T.C./&Co. 
(T0860.01) which probably belongs to a firm of tea 
dealers but I do not have an identity. [In Tomkins it  
is given as Thomas Collier & Co, Manchester] 

 
In Great Britain Revenues by Barefoot, it states,  
"The Tea Clearing House in London regulated 
contracts and insurance for tea shipments. The 
purpose of the geometric overprints [1924 issues]  
is at present uncertain - all the stamps recorded so 
far were used about the same period [1923-24] and 
were cancelled by the same office." 

 
*     *     *     *     * 

P&O CENSORED COVER 
By John Nelson 

 
Again, I don't remember seeing any previous reference in the Bulletin to a 
PASSED BY CENSOR perforator as per the illustration on the next page. 
 
Sowneone who knows about censored covers might be able to explain why  
a Letter from P&O posted in Chatham on 24th July 1915 to an address in 
Somerset needed to be censored. I realise that it was wartime and that  
there was a naval dockyard at Chatham but there must be more to it than  
that. 
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MEMBERS’ QUERIES 
 
Perfin StAH (S7124.01) Dave Hill 
 
The perfin StAH (S7124.01) is known postmarked Virginia Water and  
used between 1895 and 1912.  I knew Virginia Water quite well, a public  
park with a large artificial lake, landscaped in Queen Victoria’s time.  We 
often used to visit the park, near Chertsey in Surrey.  I could think of no 
reason for the perfin, there being, as far as I could ascertain, no hospital or 
school called St Anns nearby.  However, a 1928 gazetter told me that  
there is a place called St Anns Hill close by: perhaps the perfin was used 




